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1. (a) Explain the mechanism of accessing the public network from hosts in a private network? 5 

(b) What are the key fields in the IP header fields to support fragmentation - explain the role of each field? 5 

(c) How are fragments of a packet re-assembled? 3 
(d) Explain a mechanism to significantly reduce the possibility of packet fragmentation; can fragmentation 

be definitely avoided. 5+2 

(e) Explain with an example the working oftraceroute. 5 

m 
:f. (a) How are multicast addresses identified and what is the range of multicast addresses? How are multicast 

packets finally delivered at the datalink layer? '2+2 

(b) Explain with suitable examples, the working of reverse path forwarding (RPF) and reverse path 
broadcasting (RPB). 4+4 

(c) What are the roles of grafting and pruning is multicast routing- explain with examples? 

3. (a) Describe the working of the distance vector routing (DVR) mechanism. 

(b) What is the count-to-infinity problem and how is it practically handled in DVR? 

(c) How do nodes develop the link state data bases when link state routing is used? Outline the overall 

5 

5 

working of link state routing (LSR). 5 

(d) List and describe the important features regarding the structure of an autonomous system? 5 

(e) How does BGP routing avoid the count-to-infinity problem- explain with and example? 5 

(f) A significant features of BGP routing mechanism is the enforcement of routi,ng policies. Illustrate with 
example the use of routing policies in BGP. 5 

4. (a) Explain the role of A, MX, NS, CNAME and PTR resource records in a DNS database. 

(b) Explain the working of recursive and iterative name resolution. 

(c) Under what circumstances are these mechanisms used- explain with examples? 

{d) What is reverse resolution and how does it work? Explain how reverse resolution would be performed 
for 144.16.192.217. 

5. {a) Describe the role and working of the three-way-handshake in TC,P. 

(b) Describe the closing of a TCP connection {giving the state transition diagram) and indicate the role· 
played by various TCP header fields in this process. 

{c) Describe the basic programming steps for coding an iterative TCP server. 

(d) Explain the working of the slow start mechanismforcongestion control- is it really slow (illustrate with 
a diagram)? J, 

{e) What is fast retransmit in the context of congestion control and how does it work (illustrate with a 
diagram)? 
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